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Focusing on the establishment of the ﬁrst European Trump Golf development – on the Menie
Estate along the Scottish North Sea coast – the paper contends that neoliberal planning,
understood as state interventions to allow individual entrepreneurs to realise their visions,
reshapes both planning practice and the socio-ecologies governed by planning in
problematic ways. Neoliberal mindsets here cause politicians to depart from previously
established practices. The paper analyses how governance becomes tied up in questions of
entrepreneurial freedom and with beliefs in the capacity of an individual entrepreneur to
steer the fate of the region.
Keywords: celebrity; leisure; neoliberalism; planning; tourism

If Jack Nicklaus tried to do this he’d have zero chance, but they like what I’ve done, and because I am
who I am and my mother is Scottish [ … ] I’m going to get it
(Trump, quoted in Shoumatoff, 2008, p.188)
It is precisely the genius of capitalism that it relies upon the instincts, enterprise and sometimes crazy
ideas [ … ] of individual entrepreneurs operating in particular places and times. [—] Capitalism is
founded, both in terms of its ruling ideologies and in its necessary practices, upon individual freedoms
and liberties to engage in speculative money-making activities
(Harvey, 2010, p. 160).

1. Introduction
When the Trump Organization entered Aberdeenshire to establish a golf resort “of a scale not previously seen in the United Kingdom” (Johnston Carmichael, cited in DPEA, 2008, p. 77) under
the name “Trump International Golf Links Scotland” (TIGLS)1, they initiated a process ensuring
the heavy presence of Donald Trump along the Scottish North Sea coast. This was a process that
thoroughly rearranged both the material landscape and planning procedures for large-scale projects, where the Trump Organization “actively transform[ed] the social and economic environments to which they must ﬁrst perforce then adapt” (Harvey, 1996, p. 66). Controversially, the
developer was allowed to stabilise previously dynamic sand dunes to allow a ﬁrst course on
*Corresponding author. Email: erik.jonsson@keg.lu.se
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the southern part of the Foveran Links Site of Special Scientiﬁc Interest (SSSI)2; a site noted for
both its biological and geological interests. The back nine holes of a high-end, high-proﬁle golf
course was now built partly on – what was previously – one of the least disturbed dune systems in
Britain, and which included a sheet of bare sand 11,4ha in size (Hansom, 2007). In January 2014,
one course (referred to by the developer as the “world’s greatest golf course”) is the only ﬁnished
major feature of a resort with the potential for a further golf course, practice areas, a 450 room
hotel, 186 golf villas, 600 holiday home units, 500 residential units, 200 apartments, community
facilities, tennis courts, and an equestrian facility. This development was only possible after
rescaling the planning proposal into a Scottish national issue – a most unusual manoeuvre – in
a process which also saw the Aberdeenshire Councillor chairing the committee who initially
rejected the plans was unseated.
In this article we ﬁrstly try to better understand the growing need for elitist leisure consumption and production – of which TIGLS is a prime example – as a socio-ecological remaking of
landscapes to suit tourism and leisure in times characterised by sharp income inequalities. Golf
in general – as “the most territorially hungry of all sports” (Lowerson, 1994, p. 602) – and this
development in particular, lends itself very well for exploring the current socio-ecological reordering of landscapes for elite leisure-seekers (see Franklin, 2004; McCarthy, 2008).
Second, we analyse how Scottish planning practices have been remade in problematic ways.
We shed light on how the establishment of TIGLS is emblematic of neoliberal planning practices
which have been upheld despite a global ﬁnancial crisis initially interpreted by some as signalling
“the end” of neoliberalism (Brand & Sekler, 2009; Peck, 2010a; Smith, 2008). The proposals of
TIGLS have overhauled previous planning practices and the ways in which local and national
polities relate to each other regarding important land use decisions.
Third, we explore how Trump has let the development function as a monument to himself and
his Scottish mother, and how debates about the resort reveal a peculiar fascination with Trump
“the individual”. Support has become permeated by a belief that a single entrepreneur could
direct the regional economy in proﬁtable directions – even in the face of obvious economic difﬁculties for the golf sector at large (see KPMG, 2011). We witness an emerging belief in the ability
of the so-called “super-rich” (see Beaverstock, Hubbard, & Short, 2004; Hay & Muller, 2012) and
“super-entrepreneurs” to save economies and societies; a belief that seems to be taking an ever
more central place in “neoliberal planning”. Entrepreneurial visions are increasingly endorsed
with exceptional powers to steer the economic fate of regions (see Harvey, 1989). Hence the
remarkable focus on individuals and individual freedom, cornerstones of neoliberal rhetoric
(see Hayek, 2001), should play a prominent role in the analysis of governance letting loose capitalisms” foundational focus on “individual freedoms and liberties to engage in speculative moneymaking activities’ (Harvey, 2010, p. 160). This is not to claim an individual-centred ontology, but
rather to acknowledge how the powers of owning investable assets always translates into the
ability of particular individuals to realise their particular dreams and aspirations.
In section two we elaborate on how “neoliberalism” is conceptualised today and how it can
serve to understand the political-ecological implications of Trump’s resort. Drawing inspiration
from various theoretical perspectives, we conceptualise neoliberalism as forms of state interventions serving the “naturalization of market relations” (Brenner & Theodore, 2005, p. 106); underpinned by a discursive focus on “individual freedom”, dialectically determined by and shaping an
historical era of wealth polarisation (see Harvey, 2005), and resulting in socio-ecological transformations (see Castree, 2008a, 2008b). Section three should thereafter demonstrate how attempts
to establish a golf resort on the beach are characteristic of contemporary neoliberal planning practices. Section four continues this thread by focusing on the role of Donald Trump in the planning
debates concerning the Menie Estate development. We hope that this case will help reveal how
political willingness to cater for economic elites as prospective tourists combines with the
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input of a rich and famous developer to co-constitute a space for elite leisure on the Scottish coast.
Our analysis is primarily built on two sources of evidence. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with representatives of the various parties in Aberdeenshire Council, business and state
body representatives, the TIGLS project director, a local resident, and members of “Plane
Stupid” and “Tripping up Trump” (two groups opposing TIGLS). In 2009 and 2010 interviews
were conducted with 17 such actors, focusing on their views of the planning process, Aberdeenshire, and what the establishment of TIGLS would mean in both socio-ecological and economic
terms. The identities of the interviewees have been disclosed for all those speaking in ofﬁcial roles
(as representatives of parties, state bodies, or institutions), but activists and residents have been
kept anonymous. Direct quotes taken from these interviews are (in contrast to other sources)
denoted with exact dates rather than the year. As a second source of evidence, we examine a
wealth of documents stating the various opinions of actors on the development, made available
following the 2008 public inquiry, as well as media coverage obtained for plans ﬁrst rejected
and then rescaled. With this material we have been able to contribute the opinions of those individuals who were not available for interview, as well as statements which were made in the earlier
phases of the planning process.
2.

The ecology of the leisure class in neoliberal times

In making sense of this development we must strive to take the complexities of neoliberalism
seriously. Otherwise “neoliberalism” easily becomes a handy catchphrase to explain just about
every contemporary manifestation of inequality and injustice. As the nature of neoliberalism
has been covered in length elsewhere we do not intend to cover this in detail (see Baeten,
2012; Harvey, 2005; Peck, 2010b). We believe that current multi-faceted understandings of “neoliberalism” are an asset, reﬂecting how any grand politico-economic project or process contributes
to transforming everything (from how spaces are valued and how individual political actors
reason, to the macro-political workings of states). Neoliberalism is variegated, contradictory
and undoubtedly historically contingent. It is open-ended and unﬁnished, and therefore a
number of analytical strands can co-exist. Emphasis can – inter alia – be put on “neoliberalism”
as a speciﬁc historical era (Moore, 2010), a project to restore class power (Harvey, 2005), or a
mindset (Keil, 2009), to offer crucial yet partial perspectives which, we believe, should not
necessarily be regarded as incompatible. Rather than underscoring tensions between various
approaches we have allowed ourselves to beneﬁt from a rich theoretical legacy to construct a
heuristic device for understanding TIGLS. Brenner et al. (2010a) have called neoliberalism a
“rascal” concept, given its multitude of meanings and deﬁnitions, but have stated elsewhere
(Brenner, et al., 2010b) that it remains a keyword for understanding regulatory reforms in the
current era.
Although some academics urged us to reconsider the validity and usefulness of the term
altogether in the immediate aftermath of the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis (see Brand & Sekler, 2009;
Peck, 2010a; Smith, 2008), Peck (2012, p. xvi) admitted that “it was clearly too soon [...] to
read the last rites for neoliberalism as the global crisis took hold” since this “mongrel model of
governance” seems to possess the remarkable quality to distil new opportunities from its own contradictions. In the aftermath of the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis, there seem so far to be “no major political
fractures, no unsettlings of ideological hegemony, no ruptures in popular discourse” (Hall et al.,
2013, p.19). Subsequently “neoliberalism” has not lost its explanatory power to understand, for
example, the production of landscapes to cater for economic elites’ peculiar leisure preferences
and whims, and to understand the opportunities created for particular entrepreneurs to fulﬁl
their dreams and fantasies. Neoliberalism is not just an ideology but also a muddled practice
that operates within, and compromises with, pre-existing (social-democratic) environments
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(Ferguson, 2010), and “actually existing neoliberalism” (Brenner & Theodore, 2002) thus
remains useful as an explanatory category.
Two features of neoliberalism are crucial for understanding TIGLS (including the planning
process leading to its establishment). The ﬁrst feature is the widely recognised wealth polarisation, which is central in Harvey’s (2005) coinage of neoliberalism as the restoration of class
power, and in Duménil and Lévy’s (2004) empirically rich analysis of “neoliberal income
trends”. After a very lengthy spell of shrinking income inequalities – characterised by a falling
share of all income received by the richest one percent in Britain between 1918 and 1979 (at
around 6% of all income) – in 2005 the share of income by the richest 1% has risen to regain
similar levels to that of the 1930s (around 16%) (Dorling, 2010). Duménil and Lévy (2004)
have found a similar pattern in the US since the 1970s, where polarisation evidently beneﬁtted
the tiny minority of households they label the “ultra-rich”. Such gaps in income have not diminished since the ﬁnancial crisis – quite the opposite. In 2009 – 2010, when the American economy
recovered slightly, the top 1% of US income earners captured 93% of income growth (Stiglitz,
2012). In the UK, the 2009 – 2010 share of all income of the richest 10% remained at the precrisis level of 31%, while the income share of the poorest 10% remained at 1% (DWP, 2010).
Despite initial belief that the ﬁnancial crisis could bring neoliberalism and ever-growing
income polarisation to a grinding halt, it now seems increasingly likely that the (very) rich will
at least sustain, if not increase, their purchasing power – and leisure consumption levels – over
the coming years.
The second feature is a focus on individual liberties. To enhance these is the stated aim of
neoliberal key thinkers (see Hayek 2001), and the focus on individuals is immortalised
through Thatcher’s famous adage that there is no such thing as society. Conversely, in critiques
of neoliberalism, individual liberty as a feature is often de-emphasised. We, however, claim that
this feature should be acknowledged. Neoliberal planning entails a strategic refocus from longterm plans to a more short-term interest in seizing the opportunities revealed through particular
developers’ personal plans. Thereby individual freedom is enhanced – but only in the particular
form beneﬁtting those individuals powerful enough to impose their visions on the landscape. Following Peck (2010b, p. xii, xv) neoliberalism can be understood as an “open-ended and contradictory process of politically assisted market rule” and “about restructuring and retasking the
state, about new forms of intervention and regulation based on new strategic goals”. From the
beginning neoliberalism as political project has been about enhancing particular individual liberties through utilising the state, the very machinery popularly construed as the nemesis of neoliberalism (see for example Peck, 2010b; Peck and Tickell, 2002). Hayek (2001), for instance,
might have called for policies of freedom for the individual, but these would nonetheless be
state policies. Though this freedom is made through structuralising conditions (such as wealth
polarisation itself) and formally enforced by state bodies, it remains freedom for particular individuals. As Jessop (1996, p.126) remarks, structures “have no meaning outside of the context of
speciﬁc agents pursuing speciﬁc strategies”. Trump is here a “carrier” of neoliberalism, pursuing
speciﬁc strategies within a “neoliberal” planning context in turn remade by his strategies.
Wealth-polarisation and policies focused on enhancing particular liberties have furthermore
resulted in a thorough socio-ecological reordering of landscapes – in our case the Aberdeenshire
coast – in an attempt to bring (previously unproﬁtable) landscapes into the sphere of proﬁt, and
open up these landscapes for high-end leisurely encounters. Woods (2013) argues that neoliberal
globalization has given rise to a new class of global super-rich for which rural landscapes function
both as sites of wealth generation and playgrounds. Rising afﬂuence among economic elites is
mirrored by the creation of leisure landscapes catering for exclusive demands, resulting in
radical and sometimes controversial environmental transformations. The groups of artiﬁcial
islands adding 1500 km of coastline to Dubai’s 45 km natural beach front (Katodrytis, 2005),
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“obliterating complex ecosystems dwelling below the “blue empty canvas” on which Dubai’s new
“cultural icons” are being sketched” (Jackson and della Dora, 2010, p. 2087), is probably the most
well-known example of such a transformation. But from media mogul Ted Turner’s two million
acres of US land “restored” to hold 40,000 buffaloes (Wiener, 2007), to Latin American coastlines
frequented by wealthy tourists (Ávila-García & Luna Sánchez, 2012), and scenic suburbs for privileged metropolitan commuters (Duncan & Duncan, 2004), afﬂuence is intimately connected
with the thorough remaking of landscapes to offer leisurely consumption, retreat and recreation
(McCarthy, 2008). Similarly, golf landscapes have been redrawn to cater for changing
demands and willingness to pay. The same boom years in which artiﬁcial islands were regarded
as a sound investment witnessed a signiﬁcant increase in golf developments. In 2006 alone, more
than 150 golf-related real estate projects were being ﬁnished in Europe, the Middle East and South
Africa, together comprising 17000 dwellings with 2,25 m2 of residential space (KPMG, 2008,
p. 24); necessitating vast socio-ecological transformations to accommodate bunkers and ponds,
the laying of turf grass and the consequent need for such turf to be continuously watered, etc.
On a global scale we have witnessed the remaking of landscapes to correspond to a rapid rise
in “ultra-conspicuous” leisure, to paraphrase Veblen (1899), accompanied by a wave of “conspicuous investments” in spectacular elite leisure facilities (see Frank, 2007, for a vivid account). The
world of exclusive ski, golf and beach resorts, of ever lengthier yachts and ever faster supercars, is
illustrative of a mindset celebrating wealth polarisation and marginalising socio-political rights
and claims to the city, nature, the beach; while opening up a world of individual opportunity
and possibility, that justiﬁes – even naturalises – the act of maximising individual beneﬁts
from those “possibilities”, even if those beneﬁts are overtly excessive. A world is moulded
where planning practices come to privilege the “instincts, enterprise and sometimes crazy ideas
[ … ] of individual entrepreneurs” (Harvey, 2010, p.160). This is the essence of the very real individual liberties opened up, and we will again return to this point in sections 3 and 4.
Though the neoliberal subjectivity enforcing such freedoms has become increasingly difﬁcult
to contest and has culminated in a set of beliefs that uphold injustice (Dorling, 2010), this does not
signal that planning is necessarily consciously conducted along neoliberal lines (Taşan-Kok,
2012). Few of the planners and politicians supporting the resort establishment would regard themselves as “neoliberals”, but they remain subject to neoliberalism as hegemonic governance
project. Hence they become (unwillingly and unwittingly) agents of neoliberalism. In this line
Keil (2009) presents “roll-with-it neoliberalization” to denote the normalisation of neoliberal
practices and mindsets increasingly built “on the existence of already socialized neoliberal subjects that have internalized neoliberal governmentalities” (Keil, 2009, p. 242). Through planning
decisions and investments such mindsets then come to permeate the landscape itself. They acquire
a permanence “mere” ideas could never have. “[U]nlike ideology, which is as transient as words,
landscape is solid, physical, the opposite of ephemeral” (Mitchell, 2008, p. 44).
“Neoliberalism” has however been a “rascal” concept also in analysing socio-ecological
relations, denoting a wide variety of diverse processes (see Castree, 2008a, 2008b). The
concept has been utilised to shed light on the subordination of environmental governance to
different neoliberal-inspired projects (Heynen et. al., 2007), and to describe processes as inherently socio-ecological articulations “between certain neoliberal policies organised at certain
scales and a raft of other social and natural phenomena” (Castree, 2008b, p. 157). This last
usage is crucial, emphasising neoliberalism as imposing speciﬁc political dictates not only on
an inherited political landscape but also on and through a pre-existing material landscape. Any
political project or process is dialectically interrelated with nonhuman nature. In Aberdeenshire
the TIGLS process entails the radical restructuring of a part of the coastal landscape to make
way for a golf facility striving to optimise the golﬁng potential of a landscape dominated by
sand dunes and views eastwards to the North Sea. But the project is also conceived in relation
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to the regional economy’s current material basis in oil extraction. Allowing the establishment of
TIGLS illuminates a wider shift in the planning of Aberdeenshire, from directing a socio-ecological landscape, organised according to the direct and indirect needs of particularly one industry (oil
and gas), to privileging the utilisation of scenic landscapes as resource for the tourist industry.
Here neoliberal planning merged not only with pre-existing political environments (Ferguson,
2010) but with the economy as “fundamentally – although not exclusively – a process of material
transformation through which natural resources are converted into a vast array of commodities
and by-product wastes” (Bridge, 2009, p. 1218). Neoliberal ideology, as a “pervasive naturalization of market relations” (Brenner and Theodore 2005, p. 106), is immediately tied to deemed
resources becoming exploitable together with issues regarding who is to utilise and beneﬁt
from them. In Aberdeenshire, Trump has been able to deﬁne what are “resources” and utilise
these to beneﬁt himself, his companies and wealthy leisure-seekers.

3.

Landscape transformation and state intervention

When planning bodies have to deal with a project at an entirely different scale than usual, and face
exceptionally professional media strategies centred around the towering ﬁgure of the celebrity
entrepreneur, the problems are twofold: how much of “planning” can be retained, and what
does this imply for the socio-ecological relationships “planning” is supposed to govern? It is
these issues we explore in the following two sections, beginning with how state intervention
was restructured, remaking established planning processes to allow for the establishment of the
ﬁrst European Trump golf development. “Entrepreneurialism”, an earlier concept denoting processes which would today be labelled “neoliberal” plays a pivotal role in the remaking of the
Aberdeenshire coast (see Brenner and Theodore, 2005). An entrepreneurial climate opens up for:
a person of vision, tenacity, and skill (such as a charismatic mayor, a clever city administrator, or a
wealthy business leader) to put a particular stamp upon the nature and direction of urban entrepreneurialism, perhaps to shape it, even, to particular political ends. (Harvey, 1989, p. 7)

In Aberdeenshire such a climate – further privileging the instincts of individual entrepreneurs and
thereby empowering Trump – is built not only on neoliberalism but also on the widespread acceptance that the region eventually must ﬁnd new economic bases beyond oil and gas-extraction.
Hence politicians were eager to look towards high-end tourism as a possible future base to
ensure economic prosperity. Trump’s plans for a large-scale, and high-end, golf resort ﬁtted perfectly into this vision. The Scottish Liberal Democrat Councillor Anne Robertson, for instance,
claimed (13 May, 2009) that “with the opportunities here we think that we can become one of
the global destinations for golf tourism”, and that “golf would be the catalyst, or the Trump
brand is the catalyst” for people to discover Aberdeenshire as a leisure destination.
Through state intervention and private investments a coastal landscape consisting of agricultural land, dynamic sand dunes, remnants of older structures, and scattered by hedges of gorse,
was to be transformed into a veritable resort village capable of welcoming thousands of golfers
and golf tourists. At a “magical, wild place”, as opposing Councillor Martin Ford (2011)
described the development site, TIGLS were given the permission to erect a golf resort simultaneously functioning as a monument to Trump’s heritage. Since plans ﬁrst surfaced in 2006,
this development has been at the centre of political processes radically reshaping how largescale proposals are dealt with in Aberdeenshire and Scotland alike. The development has generally been met with support from Scottish business organisations, other golf operators in the Aberdeenshire area, and the majority of Aberdeenshire Councillors (see Gore, 2008). Various
environmental NGOs, Councillors and planning bodies opposing the stance of the Council (see
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Ford, 2011; Ross, 2008; Storr, 2008), together with residents in the vicinity of the development
site, have been among the opponents.
The actual planning process initiated as the proposed resort development surfaced “out of the
blue”, to borrow the words of Councillor Jim Gifford (Scottish Conservatives, 14 May 2009),
illustrates not only how forms of state intervention change but also how state bodies became
restructured through dealing with resort plans (cf. Harvey, 1996). In essence, this application
ran up against and transcended three primary planning-political barriers. The ﬁrst barrier concerned an overarching attitude to undeveloped coast. Policy 29 (Coastal Planning) in the Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire Structure Plan stipulated that:
[p]roposals on the undeveloped coast should only be considered where social and economic beneﬁts
outweigh any detrimental environmental impact and where there are no other alternatives on previously developed land or in existing settlements. (Aberdeenshire City Council & Aberdeenshire
Council, 2002, p. 54)

While also used to actually support the application, this passage displays an established reservation against developments in coastal locations. Uncertainties concerning compatibility with
previous plans were also expressed in state-developer meeting minutes:
Without wishing to be negative about the project overall, it was agreed that one area where the development does not sit easily with the local policy background, is the inclusion of approximately 250
houses for private sale. (Scottish Executive, 2006)

The village envisioned by the developer proved to be an inescapably thorny issue.
Second, tensions with established policies were also evident in relation to developments on
SSSIs. The then Aberdeenshire Local Plan stated that developments with a signiﬁcant adversary
effect on a SSSI should only be granted permission if no alternative site for the development
existed, if the objectives of the designation and overall integrity of the area would not be compromised, and if adversary impacts were clearly outweighed by social and economic beneﬁts of
national importance (Policy Env\2, Aberdeenshire Local Plan, June 2006).
The third planning-political barrier for TIGLS to transcend was an established decisionmaking process whereby the application had to be accepted by two planning committees.
The ﬁrst of these, the Formartine Area Committee, voted in favour. But with the second planning committee, the Infrastructure Services Committee, the development was (temporarily, it
turned out) stopped. With a vote tied at 7 – 7 between deferral and refusal of the application,
the committee’s Chairman Martin Ford used his casting vote in favour of rejection, motivated
by the two issues above. As plans were rejected by this committee there was no way for the
Council to reconsider the decision. The then Council Leader Anne Robertson nonetheless
stated that the “development has the potential to be an extremely important diversiﬁcation of
our economy and I personally will do all I can to keep the application alive” (quoted in
Cramb, 2007), and after rejection the application was soon called in by the Scottish Government
utilising powers awarded through Section 46 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act
1997. Thus the establishment of a major golf resort came to be regarded as a matter of Scottish
importance (see LGCC, 2008). While 250 applications were called in between 1999 and 2007,
this was actually the ﬁrst time that the Scottish government had used their power to shift
decision to the national level after an application was rejected by the local planning authority
(LGCC, 2008, p. 10). Through government intervention land under environmental protection
and not zoned for development was rendered “developable” against the will of the planning
body responsible for making this decision at the regional scale.
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In the aftermath of this initial rejection Aberdeenshire Council’s strategy for dealing with
large scale applications also changed. Future applications for planning permission of regional
or national importance were now to be considered by the full Council rather than particular
sub-committees, effectively undermining the role of planning committees such as the one rejecting resort plans (LGCC, 2008, p. 23). Martin Ford, the chairman of the Infrastructure Services
Committee was – as previously mentioned – unseated following a vote among Aberdeenshire
Councillors. Here Aberdeenshire Council’s Scottish National Party group leader Joanna Strathdee
commented that while she had the utmost respect for Councillor Ford “as chair of one of the most
important and powerful committees in the council charged with the economic development of the
North East, it was clear that Cllr Ford’s position was untenable” (BBC News, 2007).
The question is then how we can understand this, and what neoliberalism – as an analytical
lens – can do for us? As is evident, plans for a large-scale golf resort at the Menie Estate contributed to remaking regional and national governance, moulding it even closer along neoliberal lines
giving privilege to possible large-scale investments and entrepreneurs’ visions. Approval, in light
of a documented incompatibility with established policies and processes and through remaking
procedures, is emblematic of a form of planning more than ever streamlined to take full advantage
of entrepreneurial opportunities, almost regardless of established planning procedures.
“Neoliberalism” here actually serves simultaneously as explanation and explanandum. We
can point to how unprecedented forms of central state intervention were undertaken to reach
the strategic goal of permitting a high-proﬁle entrepreneur to establish an elite leisure space.
We can also point to how the desire to let this site be transformed was embedded, not only in political discourse, but in a current challenge to ﬁnd new economic bases. Though high-end, largescale resort plans might have come “out of the blue”, they immediately became enmeshed in the
future visions, desires, legally deﬁned powers and memories of past transformation, which
together established a planning-political “context”. What TIGLS promised ﬁtted well with established problem formulations deeply rooted in the eventual decline and ultimate disappearance of
the regions key economic base in oil and gas extraction. To date, these activities have contributed
to a rapid population growth of some 50% since 1975 (Aberdeenshire Council, 2012) and to
10.3% of direct (and 59.9% of direct, supply chain, and induced) employment in city and shire
(Aberdeen City Council, 2010).
According to then Aberdeenshire Council leader Anne Robertson, TIGLS presented a “oncein-a-lifetime opportunity”, explicitly referring this “opportunity” in relation to previous oil developments. “Can you imagine what would have happened if our predecessors had said “No” to
North Sea oil?” (Anne Robertson, quoted in The Scotsman, 2007). The foundations for supporting
this application were here ﬁrmly entrenched in an historical legacy of radical transformations to
cater for new industries. TIGLS has repeatedly stressed the importance the resort could have for
the Aberdeenshire economy, and some reports have claimed the resort “could have the single
biggest positive impact on the local economy since the discovery of oil” (BBC News, 2006).
Although estimations vary based on how calculations are made, the most reproduced ﬁgures
stated that development was expected to generate a net of over 4500 construction jobs (on a
one-year basis) and approximately 1200 jobs from ongoing operations (DPEA, 2008). Exact estimations of the impact, however, remain unclear, not only due to the various calculation techniques
used. While the ﬁrst golf course is operational the remainder of the resort construction has not yet
started. In a statement mirroring a more general crisis of golf developments in the aftermath of the
2008 ﬁnancial crisis, Trump has expressed that, since he bought the land, ’the world has crashed’
(Carrell, 2011). In 2007, no less than 85.9% of courses in Great Britain and Ireland reported
proﬁts. In Scotland, the top third performers reported a 33% proﬁt margin and, overall, 84% of
courses in Great Britain and Ireland reported good or excellent expected future business performance. Courses in Scotland were even more optimistic, with 85% reporting either good or excellent
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expectations (KPMG, 2007). Since then, the situation for British and Irish golf operators has
become signiﬁcantly bleaker. Only 56% of golf operators reported being proﬁtable in 2010,
while a mere 12% had reached pre-crisis performance levels. Furthermore, only 44% of
courses expected their performance to be better in 2011 (KPMG, 2011).
Opponents of the Menie Estate development however suggest that the economic beneﬁts highlighted by supporting politicians are overblown or unfounded. Those opposing the development not
only questioned the alleged economic gains but also opposed the radical environmental transformations undertaken (see Jönsson, in press). As the shifting dunes of the Foveran Links SSSI were
stabilised to prepare for the ﬁrst golf course, opponents emphasised how the development transformed a vulnerable and unique ecological system through the movement of “biblical volumes
of sand” (DPEA, 2008, p. 129). The scale of translocation required for the full development
would be one of the largest to be applied to a sand dune system in Scotland since a number of
large sites were developed for use as airﬁelds during World War II (Dargie 2008, p. 26). The
kind of environmental transformations previously conducted to prepare for large scale warfare
are, in other words, now conducted to provide a space for high-end leisure. Though situated in a
relatively remote part of North-East Scotland, this leisure space can still form the foundation for
the “serviceable evidence of an unproductive expenditure of time” to display status labelled conspicuous leisure (Veblen, 1899). Leisurely consumption – be it in a remote setting – leaves a
trace of keep-sakes, and photographs ensuring its potential of displaying status. TIGLS is furthermore not a gated development, ensuring the visibility of those playing “the world’s greatest golf
course”, especially among the super-rich ‘as a transglobal community of peers’ (Hay, 2013, p. 8).
That the development is indeed geared at a transglobal community of elite leisure-seekers is
evident from both price levels and how TIGLS representatives have discussed the development.
Open to any player able to pay the £125 – 195 (€ 139 – 217) green fee – TIGLS has emphasised that:
from a business model and planning point of view, [they] have to bring in wealthy Americans, wealthy
Chinese, wealthy Europeans to come and play golf [at the resort]. (Neil Hobday, TIGLS Project Director, 11 May, 2009)3

The developer envisioned a resort simultaneously global in reach and elite in character. Hopes of
attracting economic elites globally were also reﬂected by the Aberdeenshire and Grampian
Chamber of Commerce, stating that TIGLS could attract “a top tier of tourists that we haven’t
attracted before since there hasn’t been anything for them to come to” (Gordon Prentice,
AGCC, 24 February, 2010) and in how proponent Councillors spoke about the resort:
Frankly, let’s just be perfectly honest. It’s not like it’s going to be a local community facility. But I
think that what it will do is that it will attract the movers and shakers from across the world to
come here. It’s going to have the decision makers from international companies – international
business, international organisations – coming to Aberdeenshire for the ﬁrst time in their lives.
(Rob Merson, Scottish National Party Councillor, 5 May, 2009)

Politicians could thus justify opening up sites for entrepreneurial endeavours and elite leisurely
consumption. In this “movers and shakers” ﬁlled a double role: as an existent global leisure
class (beneﬁtting from wealth polarisation) and as ﬁgment fuelling future visions. The combination of both of these roles made politicians more than willing to ignore the ﬁckle nature of
basing regional development strategies on a form of leisure in documented distress. Despite
this there is, as pointed out above, no unsettling of ideological hegemony (Hall et. al., 2013).
“Roll-with-it neoliberalization” (Keil, 2009) remains alive and well. Post-crisis hopes surrounding the development of TIGLS still continued in a way such that Scottish authorities allowed a
complete overhaul of a protected sand dune system, and restructured the state as a staunch
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supporter of controversial inward investment – overruling its own planning procedures in the
process. In the next section, we argue that this remarkable transformation of state bodies and landscape would have been more arduous without invoking the celebrity status of Trump.
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4. Trump’s turf war
Debates around the fate of the Menie Estate were not merely centred around large-scale inward
investment and trickle-down effects of big-spending golf tourists, but also focused a great deal on
the ﬁgure behind the plan and his brand: Donald Trump. We hope to demonstrate in this section
how the persona of Donald Trump has been inﬂuential in the form the process has taken and how
the presence of this towering ﬁgure has changed the planning process in problematic ways. As one
planner responsible for the Menie Estate’s immediate region remarked:
[The development] has certainly made people aware of the Menie Estate and the North East of Scotland. It has propelled the region into the headlines on the national news and certainly also in America.
Already, it has gotten people talking about the area and it’s got investors thinking “well, if it’s good
enough for Donald Trump it’s maybe good enough for me”. And we’re certainly seeing some spin-offs
already in terms of people wanting to locate in the area. (Sonia Galloway, Planner, Aberdeenshire, 7
May, 2009)

In pro-development discourse Donald Trump, as the “human logo” of the Trump brand (Blair,
2005) and as one of the world’s wealthiest businessmen, was construed as powerful enough to
attract others. Acknowledging his role is therefore central to understanding the development
and the forms of both support and contestation it has triggered. As politicians liberated the speculative activities of TIGLS they simultaneously liberated Trump’s personal aspirations.
Letting Trump’s company develop the coast was also tied up in releasing his ambition to build
a monument to his ancestry. The main house was renamed in honour of his mother, and likewise is
the advertised, but yet un-built, second course – the Mary MacLeod course. Such acts were symptomatic of an aspiration to rename and thereby redeﬁne a landscape radically remade, reﬂecting a
general attitude in various Trump developments to mark the clear afﬁliation of investments with
the magnate himself. This reaches its pinnacle at the “NYC Trump Tower”, a building containing
the Trump Bar, Trump Café, Trump’s Ice Cream Parlor, Trump Events and The Trump Store,
where both Trump-related golﬁng apparel and signed copies of Trump’s book on “how to
make America #1 again” have been sold. The heavy presence in various locations of his name
is a testament of the vast power of the immensely wealthy to reshape and rebrand urban and
rural landscapes around the world. It is testament of a world increasingly topographically, topologically and toponomically shaped according to “the instincts, enterprise and sometimes crazy
ideas” (Harvey 2010, p. 160) of individual entrepreneurs, and as such an apt illustration of the
world created through state-enforced individual liberties.
Trump was characterised by proponents as being a person whose instincts and enterprise
could produce a landscape capable of attracting wealthy golfers. Liberal Democrat Councillor
Anne Robertson, like the planner above, characterises Donald Trump as someone attracting
additional investment:
A lot of the discussion was about the brand, and having the Trump organisation brand in this area is
seen as being a huge beneﬁt and a huge opportunity because it will attract others. (Anne Robertson,
Scottish Liberal Democrat Councillor, 13 May, 2009)

As expressed in interviews, and perhaps most clearly stated in this article’s epigraph, Trump
himself has been adamant that his persona matters. His persona has also been drawn upon by
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TIGLS to express the company’s interests as a question of Trump’s ties to the land. When visiting
Scotland in 2006 Trump stated that “[t]his is where my mother was born and I should almost kiss
the earth” (BBC News, 2006). Neil Hobday, the TIGLS project director, employed similar rhetoric when commenting on the renaming of the main house on the estate – from Menie House to
MacLeod house – in honour of Trump’s mother:
I think it is important to understand how passionate Mr Trump is about his ancestral connections with
Scotland, that he is himself half Scottish. Very half Scottish. His mother was from the islands. I think
that we are every day dealing with heritage in one way or the other. (Neil Hobday, TIGLS Project
Director, 11 May, 2009)
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The same basic idea of Trump “belonging” to the landscape was also expressed in relation to
keeping the house as such:
Mr. Trump wants that to be his family home in Scotland. This shows the other side of his commitment
and his sensitivity towards history and tradition. He could quite easily have said “I don’t want to live
in that place, I’m going to build myself a big new house there”. But part of him and his family’s wish is
to have a connection to Scottish history and traditions. And that is why they’re going to live in that
house … (Neil Hobday, TIGLS Project Director, 11 May, 2009)

TIGLS spoke about their ambitions to be “great neighbours” and to be seen as having a positive
impact on people’s lives through “contributing to the community” and “helping good causes”
(Neil Hobday, TIGLS Project Director, 11 May, 2009). This should materialise in opportunities
for local businesses and in the involvement of various groups in Aberdeenshire in building the
brand and reshaping the landscape. Children from local schools have been invited to plant
grass to stabilise the sand dunes, and Aberdeen design students have participated in a contest
to design the tartan for the resort. A number of such media campaigns were organised by the
developer, and one ofﬁcial involved with Scottish Natural Heritage remarked that she had
“never been involved in a case where, to deal with a developer who has such a smoothrunning press machine” (Sue Lawrence, Scottish Natural Heritage, 12 May, 2009).
However, Trump’s celebrity has also been turned against him. With TIGLS Donald Trump
had his visions etched into the Aberdeenshire landscape (cf. Mitchell, 2008), and simultaneously
became subject to considerable protest particularly targeting Trump’s persona. In Stirling activists
dressed up a monument of the 1905 – 08 UK Prime Minister Henry Campbell-Bannerman in a
Trump mask, clutching a plastic golf club. In Aberdeen a statue at Queens Cross was likewise
clad in a Trump mask and equipped with a plastic golf club. This statue wore a sign stating
“No to Trump’s playground in Scotland”. Several more such redressed statues were found in
sites around the country. Activists from the organisation “Plane Stupid”, criticising and caricaturing the developer, occupied a taxiway at Dyce Airport in March 2009 to protest against airport
expansion plans and hung a banner reading “Nae Trump Games with Climate Change”, while
opponents of golf resort plans in 2012 remade a version of the Queen song Bohemian Rhapsody,
with a caricature Trump-puppet singing lyrics about the development and developer.
Thus Trump’s presence in the media, his personal characteristics and business history were
exploited by those opposing the development, turning his well-known face into a symbol
against the development. “Tripping Up Trump’s pamphlet Menie Voices (http://www.
trippinguptrump.com/menie-voices) depicted him wearing both an evil grin and (involuntarily)
making rude gestures to photographers. Trump was certainly a ﬁgure with the potential to stir
up negative reactions, and opponents to TIGLS drew arguments and emotional energy from previous conﬂicts over other Trump developments:
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… for about two years - whenever this was mentioned on the news or Donald Trump was on TV – I
was literally swearing at the television, because I was so angry with all that was happening. I absolutely hate the person. His reputation and his name precede him. And I really think that Scotland is not
aware of what they’re letting themselves in for. He’s certainly hated in America and he has destroyed
many families’ lives. (Tripping Up Trump Activist, Male, 39 years, 25 February 2010)

By way of such arguments the development became further entangled in Trump as a billionaire
celebrity; a man well known for speaking his mind on issues ranging from US president Obama’s
birth certiﬁcate to major issues in international politics. Debates and reports have been infused
with an emphasis on Trump as person throughout. Following the initial refusal of the plans
The Times ran a story on the contrast between the wealth and excess of Donald Trump and the
low-key environmentalism of aforementioned Councillor Martin Ford (Lister, 2007). Ford
himself has expressed displeasure at how the planning issue was portrayed as a question of personality (in interviews referring to Trump as “the applicant”) (Ford, 2011), but has been unable to
alter the framing established by politicians, activists and the media alike (and further cultivated by
the overall focus on individual freedom and aspirations symptomatic of neoliberal mindsets).
The heavy reliance on the ﬁgure of Donald Trump to push through the resort proposal has also
been met with criticism from some Councillors (Johnston, 2008; Ross, 2008). Councillor Johnston,
for example advocated a solution where such emphasis would be made explicit and accounted for:
While in terms of land use planning, permission goes with the property, in this case the argument is
that what is proposed is of such beneﬁt that one should lay aside the Structure Plan, Local Plan, and
much of the national planning policy guidance, [Planning Advice Notes] and Circulars. Speciﬁcally it
is because this particular development has been attracted for inward investment. Scottish ministers
should therefore treat the application for the development as personal to the applicant. (Councillor
Johnston, 2008, p. 16, our emphasis)

The consequences of Johnston’s interpretation of Trump’s application would above all undermine
TIGLS’ possibility to ever sell the land with permission to build the golf resort if they were to pull
out of the project. Any subsequent development would then have to go through the application
procedure again. By forcing the planning authorities to make the dependence of the applications
on the individual Donald Trump explicit, approval of the application would be custom-made and
could not be resumed by any other developer. While planning applications are in principle judged
on their intrinsic merits, the TIGLS’ plans vividly show how such judgements became impossible
when opponents and supporters alike draw on the perceived experiences of previous Trump
developments. Granted with exceptional freedoms, a high-proﬁle billionaire investor could evidently take centre-stage, contributing to remaking planning practices to suit his whims (and
laying the foundation for a political debate where he became instrumental in the actual planning
decisions). Economic strength translated into political strength, which in turn made spectacular
environmental transformations – geared at the speculative endeavour of attracting high-income
tourists – possible. This is the kernel of the TIGLS process and the resulting material landscape.
Conclusions
In this article we have analysed how existing planning practices have been brushed aside to
provide TIGLS with an opportunity to establish a large-scale, high-end, and high-proﬁle golf
development. An application simultaneously “out of the blue” (as an unplanned large-scale proposal) and instantly enmeshed in an existing planning-political context, spurred new future
visions among planners and politicians construing Trump as a man/brand attracting wealthy tourists. Thus, the destruction of a sensitive dune system was permitted to attract potential “top tier”
tourists to Aberdeenshire. To enable this, planning was remade in ways that rendered “planning”
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increasingly useless as a concept. Trump’s entrepreneurial instincts – rather than negotiated longterm strategies – came to set the agenda for the transformation of the Aberdeenshire countryside.
The power of neoliberal ideas combined with the powerful visions and clout of Trump, in a region
in dire need of new economic bases to make a previously un-transformable landscape
transformable.
Though usually de-emphasised in critiques of neoliberalism, we hope to have demonstrated the
very real individual liberties opened up via new forms of state intervention, and the nature of the
resultant elite-branded neoliberalism4. The exclusive Menie estate golf resort project is embedded
in the “normalisation” of neoliberal planning practices in Aberdeenshire and cashes in on growing
levels of income inequality and the new (if unstable) elite leisure market created by the rise of the
super-rich. In the process, a “new” natural and public resource, the aesthetic beach landscape, was
radically reshaped by a maverick entrepreneur and prepared for private eccentric leisure purposes.
The project had the power to reshape planning practices, profoundly changing the relationship
between, on the one hand, the Scottish government and regional authorities within planning,
and on the other, the relation between Aberdeenshire Council’s (generally pro-business) majority
and any diverging planning committees and Councillors. These processes radically reshaped the
coastal landscape. An ecologically sensitive mobile sand dune system became a spectacular
elite golf facility, altering life conditions for humans and non-humans alike.
Throughout, the ﬁgure of Trump as an “unstoppable” business tycoon was invoked by both
supporting and opposing Councillors as well as by protesters against the resort plans. An elite
leisure space was not “merely” established. The development became an elite leisure space stamping Trump’s name on the rural landscape. Supporters believed that someone like Trump would not
only invest in the region but also attract more investment and attention because of his persona.
Opponents lamented the fact that a towering ﬁgure like Trump used all his might to by-pass
normal planning procedures and mould state practices and dune landscapes to suit his entrepreneurial interests. As validated time and again by respondents, the name Trump carried with it a
certain allure for politicians and planners which led them to focus on a speciﬁc entrepreneur
and lent freedom to this man to make speculative visions materialise in a remote coastal landscape
previously characterised by ﬂowing sand dunes. Rather than reconﬁguring or rechanneling the
initial proposal to ﬁt established political visions, state intervention actively enforced TIGLS’
visions in a process that poised powerful state bodies in opposition to the less powerful bodies
who previously rejected the application. For any meaningful planning, subject to long-term strategies, this was, indeed, deeply problematic.
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Notes
1.

The full name is actually Trump International Golf Club Scotland Limited (with Registration Number
SC292100), but the development has mostly been labelled Trump International Golf Links Scotland,
Trump International Golf Links, or sometimes Trump International, Scotland. Since most documents,
especially during the ﬁrst years of the development, used the term TIGLS this is what we utilise in
this article.
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2.

3.
4.
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SSSI is a UK environmental protection designation given to sites due to their biological and/or geological interests. Scottish SSSI’s are protected by law from development, damage or neglect through lists of
Operations Requiring Consent (ORC’s) from Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH). Such protection is not
absolute but rather an acknowledgement that the SSSI interests should be weighed against other factors.
Since interviews were carried out, Neil Hobday has left TIGLS.
We are grateful to one referee for suggesting this particular phrasing to us.
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